We investigate the upper and lower bounds on the quantization distortions for independent and identically distributed continuous sources in the finite block-length regime. We derive a lower bound on the quantization distortion, as well as an upper bound on the quantization distortion based on random quantization codebooks. Moreover, we apply the obtained bounds to the continuous Gaussian source. For the Gaussian source, we propose a computationally tractable method to numerically compute the upper and lower bounds, for both bounded and unbounded quantization codebooks. Numerical results show that the gap between the upper and lower bounds is small for the block length of several hundreds, and the upper and lower bounds are tighter than those proposed in the existing works.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE rate distortion theory provides an achievable asymptotic lower bound on the distortion of the lossy quantization, as the block length of the source sequence approaches infinity. This bound is described by a single-symbol probability transition function between the original alphabet and the reconstruction alphabet, which produces the minimum distortion provided that the mutual information is below the quantization rate. For sufficiently large block length, any distortion above that bound can be achieved; and any distortion below the asymptotic bound cannot be achieved for any block length [1] . Existing work on the rate distortion theory focuses on either the rate-distortion functions of various types of sources [2] - [7] , or the analysis of various error exponents as the quantization block length approaches infinity [8] - [12] .
On the other hand, vector quantization in the finite blocklength regime has received significant research interest. Existing work on the finite-length source quantization dates back to the decade of 1960's. There are numerous publications on the quantization approaches and the related quantization distortion. The asymptotically optimal block quantization distortion has been studied in [13] . The asymptotical distribution of the quantization errors for the vector quantization has been studied in [14] . For the lattice quantization, the lattice quantization noise and the optimization of the lattice quantization have been studied in [15] and [16] , respectively. The lattice-based fine-coarse vector quantization and the binary lattice vector quantization have been studied in [17] and [18] , respectively. The Voronoi regions have been investigated in [19] . Besides the lattice vector quantization, the trellis coded vector quantization has been investigated in [20] and [21] , respectively. In terms of the quantization approach, an improvement of the minimum distortion encoding algorithm for vector quantization is proposed in [22] ; a two-stage vector quantization-lattice vector quantization approach has been proposed in [23] ; a vector quantization approach by deterministic annealing has been proposed in [24] . For the universal noiseless coding and quantization, a vector quantization approach is proposed in [25] . The theory of high-resolution quantization and the advantage of vector quantizer are investigated in [26] . For the noisy channels, the vector quantization has been studied first in [27] ; and later a unified tree structured and multistage vector quantization approach is proposed in [28] . Moreover, the best achievable performance of lossy compression with respect to the maximum quantization distortion has been investigated in [29] .
The bounds on the quantization distortion mainly focus on two perspectives, the rate redundancy [30] - [32] and the distortion redundancy [33] - [36] that characterize the gap in terms of the quantization rate and distortion, respectively, between the finite-length block quantization and infinite block length from the rate distortion theory. More specifically, for discrete sources, [35] provides upper and lower bounds on the quantization distortion, and proved that the gap between the two bounds approaches to zero as the block length approaches infinity. For continuous sources, [36] provides the asymptotic behavior on the upper bounds as the block length approaches infinity. To the best of our knowledge, exact lower bounds on the quantization distortion for continuous sources needs to be investigated. Also, the upper bound based on the random source coding needs to be further transformed to a more tractable form.
In this paper, we derive new upper and lower bounds on the optimal quantization error for i.i.d. continuous sources in finite block length regime. It is shown that the lower bound is larger than the asymptotic distortion and thus is non-trivial; and that the upper bound is more tractable than that from the random coding. For any quantization distortion above the lower bound obtained from the rate-distortion can be achieved by the proposed upper bound. Furthermore, we apply the proposed new upper and lower bounds to continuous Gaussian sources. For Gaussian sources, we further analyze the upper and lower bounds for codebooks with bounded and unbounded codewords, respectively, and provide an efficient 0018-9448 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
method to compute these bounds. Numerical results show that the proposed upper and lower bounds are tighter than those provided in [32] and [35] , respectively. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the problem statement and review the related existing works. In Sections III and IV, we derive lower and upper bounds on the optimal quantization distortion, respectively. In Section V, we specialize the new bounds to the Gaussian sources. Finally, Section VI contains the concluding remarks. Some proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORKS A. Problem Statement
Consider a memoryless source with an original symbol alphabet X , which is to be reconstructed using a reconstruction symbol alphabet Y. For each pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y, let d(x, y) denote the distortion of representing symbol x using symbol y. Note that d(x, y) ≥ 0 for all (x, y) ∈ X × Y. Assume that the original symbol x ∈ X has a probability density function (pdf) p(x). Let q(y|x) denote the conditional pdf of the reconstruction symbol y ∈ Y given the original symbol x ∈ X . Define D(q) as the expected distortion of the conditional pdf q(y|x), given by
We adopt the conventional notations H (·), H (·|·), and I (·; ·) to denote the entropy, conditional entropy, and mutual information, respectively. We define I (q) = I (X; Y ) as the mutual information between X and Y under the conditional pdf q(y|x). Consider a length-n source symbol block x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n that is to be reconstructed using a length-n reconstruction symbol block y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) ∈ Y n . Define the following distortion between x and y,
Then the expected distortion with respect to the reconstructing pdf q( y|x) is
We consider reconstructing x ∈ X n using a size-Q quantization codebook Y Q = { y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y Q } ⊆ Y n . Let q Q ( y j |x) be the probability of quantizing x to y j . Define the distortion with respect to the quantization function q Q ( y j |x) as
It is easily seen that the distortion D n (q Q ) is minimized when q Q ( y j * |x) = 1, where
and q Q ( y j |x) = 0 for j = j * . If there are multiple codewords satisfying (5) , then j * is the smallest index j among such codewords. Define R j as the quantization region of y j , given by
Note that the subsets R j , 1 ≤ j ≤ Q, are non-overlapping and ∪ Q j =1 R j = X n . The quantization points (or regions) can be designed based on Lloyds algorithm [37] .
Denote D n (Y Q ) = D n (q Q ) as the quantization distortion of the codebook Y Q , as well as the associated partition {R j , 1 ≤ j ≤ Q} of X n given by (6) . Then for any quantization probability functionq Q , we have
Let the size of the quantization codebook Y Q be Q = 2 n R . According to the rate-distortion theory, any distortion D can be achieved if D > D(R), where
for sufficiently large block length n; and any distortion D < D(R) is not achievable for any block length n. Note that in (8) , q(y|x) is the single-alphabet conditional pdf. The rate-distortion theory provides an lower bound on the mean quantization distortion D n (q Q ) in (4) for any block length n, which may not be accurate enough for the distortion for finite block length. In the remainder of this paper, let q(y|x) be the optimal solution to q(y|x) which minimizes the distortion D(q) for infinite quantization block length, i.e., the optimal solution to the rate-distortion problem (8) . We denote D * = D(q) as the resulting minimum distortion from the rate-distortion theory. For length-n symbol blocks x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ), we define the following product pdf of the optimal quantization function q(y|x)q
Moreover, we define D( p(x), n, R) as the minimum mean distortion attainable for a block length-n source x with distribution p(x) and Q = 2 n R reconstruction points.
B. Existing Work 1) Quantization for Unbounded Codewords:
DefineD n Q as the mean quantization distortion for the size-Q codebook in terms of the prior distribution p(x). Note that, for the rate distortion function [1] , it is assumed that the source is bounded. For unbounded sources, it is shown in [38] that if there exists y b ∈ Y, such that
Then for the distortion D * = D(R) with respect to rate R, for any sufficiently small > 0, we haveD n Q − D * < for sufficiently large block length n. Note that (10) is a mild condition that is satisfied by, e.g., the Gaussian source with e.g., y b = 0. In particular, consider a random codebook
and q 0 ( y) is the corresponding marginal pdf of y. Letq 0 (y|x) be the optimal solution to the rate-distortion problem (8) with rate R 0 , and y) . The expected quantization distortion is given by that over random codebooks Y Q . More specifically, we have that
where the expectation is taken on all possible codebooks for Y Q with a fixed element y b . For any δ > 0, we define the regions B n δ = {x : d(x, y b ) <d + δ} andB n δ = X n \ B n δ . The following result found in [38] provides an upper bound onD n Q .
Moreover, the second term can be made arbitrarily small for sufficiently large n.
2) Quantization Distortion: Considerable efforts has been paid to the quantization redundancy, i.e., the gap between the average distortion of the best n-dimensional quantizer and the distortion-rate function D(R). For finite-alphabet i.i.d. sources, it is shown in [33] that for optimal quantization q Q ,
which was later extended to stationary Gaussian sources with mean square error distortion by Wyner [34] . Then, Zhang et al. [35] proved a converse, via showing that for memoryless source with finite alphabet and optimal q Q ,
Afterwards, Yang and Zhang [36] extended (13) to abstract alphabets, via showing that for the optimal quantization q Q , the distortion satisfies the following upper bound,
3) Quantization Rate: Another line for finite-length quantization is based on the probability that the quantization distortion is larger than some threshold. Accordingly, an (n, M, d, ) codebook consisting of M length-n codewords is defined, where the probability that the quantization distortion is larger than d is smaller than . To characterize such probability, the concept of d-tilted information is proposed in [30] , which roughly corresponds to the number of bits needed to spend on encoding a source vector with distortion d.
Define ı X ;Y (x; y) = log q(x| y) p(x) as the information density for the joint distribution of x and y. We consider the following basic restrictions on the source and the distortion measure.
• The rate function R(d) is finite for some d, i.e, d min = inf{d : R(d) < +∞} < +∞. • The distortion measure is such that there exists a finite set E ⊆ X n such that E min x∈X n , y∈E d(x, y) < ∞. • For rate distortion problem (8) , the infimum is achieved by an unique q(y|x), and the distortion is finite-valued.
Define d min = inf{d : R(d) < +∞} as the minimum distortion such that the corresponding quantization rate is smaller than infinity. The formal definition of d-tilted information is given as follows. Definition 1: For d > d min and R = R(d), the d-tilted information is defined as follows,
where the expectation is with respect to the unconditional distribution of Y * , and λ * is the negative slope of the ratedistortion function at distortion value d, i.e., λ * = −D (R). Works [31] and [32] characterize the quantization rate needed to achieve some given probability that the quantization distortion is larger than or equal to some fixed threshold. The main results on the (n, M, d, ) codebook [32] are summarized in the following two aspects. Firstly, fixing d > d min , the probability satisfies the following,
Secondly, let R(n, d, ) be the rate of the optimal quantization codebook that achieves such probability, which is given by
where V (d) = V ar[j X (x, d)] denotes the rate dispersion at distortion d [31] . The remainder term in (18) satisfies the following,
where
C. Contribution of This Work
The contribution of this work lies in the upper and lower bounds on the finite block-length quantization for continuous sources. Note that, for discrete source, [35] provides upper and lower bounds on the quantization, and proves that the gap between the two bounds approaches zero as the block length approaches infinity. For continuous sources, [36] provides the asymptotic behavior on the upper bounds as the block length approaches infinity, but does not provide the lower bounds.
Note that (17) provides a lower bound on the probability that the quantization distortion is larger than some threshold d. Although the mean distortion can be obtained via integrating such probability with respect to the distortion, directly integrating the probability (17) is of large computational complexity due to the following two reasons. First, the probability P[j X (X, d) ≥ log M + γ ] does not involves an explicit analytical expression; and second, the computation of the optimal γ corresponding to each d is not tractable.
This work proposes an upper bound on the quantization distortion for the optimal codebook for continuous sources. Note that such an upper bound CANNOT be obtained via integrating the achievable probability that the quantization distortion is larger than a certain amount. This is because for different distortion levels the quantization codebooks corresponding to such achievable probability in [32] may be different. Integrating such achievable probability corresponding to possibly different codebooks may not lead to the achievable quantization distortion for a specific codebook. Thus, in the remainder of this paper we ONLY compare the proposed lower bound on the quantization distortion with those obtained from [32] . Moreover, we prove that for Gaussian sources, the proposed lower bound is tighter than that obtained from [32] . Another related work is on the best achievable performance of lossy compression proposed in [29] . However, the distortion measurement in [29] is the maximum quantization distortion, instead of the mean distortion considered in our work.
III. LOWER BOUNDS ON QUANTIZATION DISTORTION

A. A Lower Bound on Distortion
We start from the d-tilted information [30] , [32] as in Definition 1. The following result holds.
Lemma 1: For P Y * almost every y, the following holds [30] , [32] ,
and
Moreover, via mathematical manipulation, we have the following
Now consider the case of quantization using a size-Q codebook Y Q = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y Q }. For the vector quantizer q Q given by (6) , from Lemma 1 we have the following result.
Theorem 2: Assume that I (q) = R and Q = 2 n R . The distortion D n (q Q ) of a vector quantizer with the quantization regions R j , j = 1, . . . , Q, satisfies
Thus we have the following lower bound on the quantization distortion D( p(x), n, R),
Proof: (23) follows from (22) where the reconstruction pdf is given by q Q ( y|x) = 1 x∈R j . Next we prove (24) . Note that
Note that we have
Then, we have
where D( p||t) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance. Note that (26) can be proved according to the definition of D( p(x), n, R) as the minimum mean distortion achieved by Q = 2 n R quantization codewords.
According to the above results, define the following residue term
Then by Theorem 2, for P Y * almost every y, we have
The lower bound for the minimum mean quantization distortion D( p(x), n, R) is given as follows,
B. A Looser Lower Bound on Quantization Distortion
We next give a looser lower bound on the quantization distortion, which are derived using the following simple inequality
Consider the equivalent channel corresponding to the ratedistortion source model, where the input to the channel is a codeword from Y Q = {y j } 1≤ j ≤Q , and the memoryless channel is characterized byq(x|y). Define
Since R j is the optimal quantization region for y j , according to (30) 
which follows from (33) . Then using (35) we have for any q Q ,
where random vector X follows the distribution p(x) and thus (36) follows from the fact that for a non-negative random variable Z ,
Since (36) is satisfied for any quantization function q Q , we can summarize the above result as follows.
Theorem 3: A lower bound on R n (q Q ) is given by (36) , which is nonnegative. Therefore, a lower bound on D( p(x), n, R) is given by (37) ,
where random vector X follows the distribution p(x). Theorem 3 can be used to derive a lower bound on D n (q Q ) for a quantization codebook Y Q that can only be selected among a subset of Y n . In other words, some codewords in Y n are forbidden codewords that are not allowed to be selected for the quantization codebook Y Q . The consideration of the restricted codebook inherits from the practical consideration of the quantizer, where the power of the reconstructed signal is limited. An example is the Gaussian variable with large variance σ 2 , but the power of the quantizer output is upper bounded by ασ 2 . In this scenario, the bounds on the mean quantization distortion for the restricted codebook need to be investigated. Such a problem will be illustrated in Section V for Gaussian sources with bounded quantization codebooks.
C. More Properties of D n (q Q )
According to the form of R n (q Q ) in (30), for any y j ∈ Y n , we define the following function
Intuitively, the optimal solution defines a region B j of x with a probability mass , which contains the largest values of logq (x| y j ) p(x) . The reconstruction alphabet is called symmetric if θ( y j , ) does not depend on y j .
We now provide another lower bound on R n (q Q ) for symmetric reconstruction alphabets. Given the codebook Y Q = { y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y Q } and γ ∈ R + , we define the following three regions
We have the following result that characterizes the solution to the optimization problem (38) . The basic idea is that, given
Proposition 1: The solution to (38) is given by
where the parameters γ > 0 and 0 ≤ α < 1 are determined by the following,
and A j (γ ) andĀ j (γ ) are given by (39). Note that γ is given by
Proof: First we note that γ > 0 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 can be uniquely determined by (40). Since
and α can then be obtained from (40).
Then, using (40), we can write (44), as shown at the top of this page.
The next result is on the concavity of θ( y j , ).
Lemma 2: Given y j , the function θ( y j , ) is concave in terms of , i.e., for any 1 , 2 > 0, and 0 < β < 1, we have that
Proof: Note that by definition β satisfies
Then using (40) and (46), we have
Then (45) follows (47). For a symmetric reconstruction alphabet, we can write θ( y, ) = θ( ) for any y ∈ Y n . We have the following lower bound on D n (q Q ) for symmetric reconstruction alphabets.
Theorem 4: If θ( y, ) = θ( ) for any y ∈ Y n , then for any quantization function q Q , we have
Thus, we have the following lower bound on D( p(x), n, R),
Next we prove (50). For any y ∈ Y n , let B be its optimal region for the optimization problem (38) for = 1 Q . We let
Note that both Q · p(x) and t (x) are pdfs over B. Then, the first term of (52) is the KL distance D(Qp(x)||t (x)) and the second terms is nonnegative. Thus we have (50).
IV. UPPER BOUNDS ON QUANTIZATION DISTORTION
A. Existing Achievable Upper Bounds
Since the second term in (12) approaches zero for large n, in this section we focus on the first term, denoted as follows,
We let the distribution of the codewords p(
is determined by the optimal conditional pdfq( y|x) for rate R. Denote
where the expectation is taken over random codebook Y Q with fixed codeword y b , such thatD n d(x, y) . Next we give an upper bound on h Q−1 (x).
Since the quantization codewords y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ Q − 1, are chosen independently, given x the distortions d(x, y j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ Q − 1, are Q − 1 independent random variables with the cumulative distribution function
Based on this, from random source coding we have the following expression for h Q−1 (x).
Proposition 2: We have
Proof: Since d(x, y) ≥ 0, we have
Moreover,
Substituting (59) into (58) we have
An upper bound can be obtained via integrating the above upper bound over the source vector x. However, such integrating may not be tractable due to the Q − 1 in the exponent F Q −1 (x, t) . In the following we derive a more tractable upper bound based on Theorem 2.
B. A More Tractable Upper Bound
In order to bound
for some small > 0. Then we can write
To this end we need to find a threshold t x such that (61) is satisfied. Define
We give the following upper bound for h Q−1 (x). Theorem 5: Given the threshold t x specified in (63), we have the following upper bound for h Q−1 (x): d(x, y b ) , then a trivial upper bound is given by ( y)d(x, y)d xd y. (65)
For t x < d(x, y b ), from (57) we have
Combining (66) and (68), we obtain
FinallyD n Q in (53) can be upper bounded as
Next we show that the upper bound given by (65) can be arbitrarily close to the rate-distortion bound. Assume that the reconstruction pdfq(y|x) and quantization codebook size Q satisfy I (q) = R, and Q = 2 n R ;
(71) and that the following condition is satisfied,
We have the following result. The proof is given in the Appendix B. Theorem 6: For any quantization rate R 0 < R with the corresponding distortion D(R 0 ) and any ζ > 0, for sufficiently large quantization block length n, we havẽ
Thus, by setting the rate R 0 sufficiently close to R such that
V. GAUSSIAN SOURCES
We consider an n-dimension Gaussian source x ∼ N (0, σ 2 I ), with pdf
The distortion is the mean-squared error d(x, y) = x− y 2 n . Recall that the size of the codebook is Q = 2 n R . The distortion for infinite dimension n is given by
with the corresponding random reconstruction pdfq(x| y) and q( y) given respectively bŷ
In this section we derive lower and upper bounds for the quantization distortion with finite n. We consider the following two cases for the codebook Y Q :
• bounded codebook: all codewords are constrained within the ball with radius ρ, i.e., y j ≤ ρ, 1 ≤ j ≤ Q; • unbounded codebook: y j ∈ R n are unconstrained, 1 ≤ j ≤ Q.
A. Lower Bound
From (34), we have that
To efficiently derive a lower bound on n Q over all possible codebooks Y Q , i.e., min Y Q n Q , we add a special codeword y 0 = 0 to the codebook. LetỸ Q = Y Q ∪ { y 0 } be the new codebook, and
Moreover, we define the function E(μ) as the inverse of the function t − 1 + e −t , i.e.,
Then, for t ≥ E(μ), we have t − 1 + e −t ≥ μ.
Proof: Note that, due to (80), forG(x) ≥ E(μ) we have G(x) ≥G(x) ≥ E(μ), and thus G(x) − 1 + e −G(x) ≥ μ. Therefore
By integrating (83) over μ from 0 to +∞, we obtain (82).
Based on Lemma 3, in the following we provide a lower bound on n Q obtained from an upper bound on P
and in particular
According to (84), for each 0 ≤ j ≤ Q, C j (t) is a ball with center σ 2 σ 2 −D y j and radius γ (t, y j ). Lemma 4: We have the following upper bound for
Note that C j (t) \ C 0 (t) denotes the space in the ball C j (t) but not in C 0 (t). Due to the sphere symmetric property of the Gaussian distribution, P C j (t) \ C 0 (t) is only a function of y j , and t. Based on the computational methods outlined in the Appendix C, we have the following expression of P C j (t) \ C 0 (t) .
Proposition 3: Let
Then,
where the semiangle θ j (r ) is given by
and n (·) is given by (169). Proof: Consider the intersection of C j (t) \ C 0 (t) with a radius-r sphere centered at the origin, which is essentially a radius-r sphere cut out by a cone. The cone can be described by a triangle with the three edges r, γ (t, y j ) ; and the semiangle is the angle between the edges of lengths σ 2 σ 2 −D y j and r . Then, from the cosine formula, we have that
= γ (t, y j ); (92) and thus (91) follows (92); and the sphere area is given by r n−1 n (θ j (r )).
Next we consider such a radius-r sphere that can have non-
. Thus the range of r is from r min to r max as specified by (89).
Finally, via integrating the Gaussian pdf in (78) on a radius-r sphere, over the intersection with C j (t) ∩ C 0 (t) with the semiangle n (θ j (r )), we obtain P C j (t) \ C 0 (t) in (90).
Note that the upper bound obtained from Lemma 4 may exceed 1. In the following we propose another upper bound under the bounded codeword constraint, i.e., y j ≤ ρ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ Q. More specifically, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ Q, we consider a codeword y j lying on the sphere y = ρ, and a ball with a radius √ γ (t, ρ) centered at y j , denoted as C j (t); and for consistency letC 0 (t) = C 0 (t). We give an upper bound for the volume of ∪
Such an upper bound can be proved as an upper bound on
is then upper bounded by the probability of the ball centered at the origin with the same volume. We have the following result. The proof is given in the Appendix B.
Proposition 4: For bounded codewords y j ≤ ρ,
Define
where V n is the volume of an n-dimensional unit ball. Define alsor
and r E = min{r n ,r n }. Then we have
where ϒ n (·) is the cumulative distribution function of a chisquared distribution with n degrees of freedom, given by
Note that the above upper bound is for the bounded codeword case. For unbounded quantization codewords, we simply set
The following result provides an upper bound on V n C j (t)\ C 0 (t) . The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, and is thus omitted here. Proposition 5: Given y j = ρ and the ballC j (t) given bỹ
we have where the semianglẽ
Moreover, the probability P C 0 (t) is a function of t,
denoted as K 0 (t); and the probability P C 0 (t) \ C j (t) is a function of y j and t, denoted as K ( y j , t). Thus we can write
By combining the results in Lemma 4 and Propositions 3 -5, we have the following bound for P G (x) ≤ t .
Theorem 7: An upper bound on P G (x) ≤ t is given as follows,
2) A Lower Bound on n Q : Letting t = E(μ), from (103) we have
Then from (79), we have the following lower bound,
We need to minimize¯ n Q over all possible codebook
which has a prohibitively high computational complexity. Next we provide a further lower bound of¯ n Q , which is computationally more tractable.
It is observed thatK 0 (μ) + Q j =1K ( y j , μ) <˜ n (μ), for small μ and theK 0 (μ) + Q j =1K ( y j , μ) >˜ n (μ) for large μ. Based on this define a parameter μ 0 ≥ 0 such that
It is easily seen that, for any Y Q , we have that¯ n Q (μ 0 ) ≤ n Q . Since in (107) all y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ Q, are independent, the lower bound min Y Q¯ n Q (μ 0 ) can be obtained by solving max y
The following result formalizes the above arguments. Theorem 8: For any μ 0 ≥ 0, we have that QK (r, μ) dμ
Thus, we have
Thus we have
Proof: Note that, for any Y Q and μ 0 , we have¯ n
Given μ 0 , the LHS of (114) is a constant, and the RHS¯ n Q can be selected over all possible codebook Y Q . Then, via minimizing the RHS¯ n Q with respect to Y Q , we have
thus proving (109). Then, according to (107), we have
thus proving (110). Finally, since
for all μ 0 ≥ 0, we can select the supreme of the LHS, thus proving (111). The proof of (113) is similar to that of (111). Note that for unbounded codebook, we have˜ n (μ) = 1. Then (112) follows (110).
Remark 6: It is easily seen that for μ 0 = 0,¯ n Q (μ 0 , r ) ≥ 0 for all r ≥ 0. Thus we have
Therefore, the lower bound sup μ 0 ≥0 inf r≥0¯ n Q (μ 0 , r ) is welldefined.
We next summarize the procedure for computing the lower bound (111) for bounded quantization codebook. For each r and μ, to compute min Y Q¯ n Q (μ 0 ) in (110) we compute probability masses under the Gaussian distribution in the ball C 0 (t),K 0 (μ), and the probability masses in C j (t) \ C 0 (t) ,  K (r, μ) , as well as˜ n (μ), based on the method given in Appendix C. Then, for different values of μ 0 and r , we can compute the following integral
and for each μ 0 we maximize (119) with respect to r and obtain min 0≤r≤ρ¯ n Q (μ 0 , r ) in (110). We find the μ 0 that maximizes min 0≤r≤ρ¯ n Q (μ 0 , r ), to obtain the lower bound given by (111). The lower bound for unbounded codebook (113) can be computed similarly.
B. Upper Bounds
Due to the high computational complexity of the upper bound based on the reference rate, we only provide an upper bound based on ordered statistics.
1) Upper Bound for Unbounded Codewords:
We derive an upper for Gaussian sources based on Theorem 5. Let y b = 0 and B n δ = {x :
In the following we evaluate each term involved in Theorem 5 and specify the upper bound for Gaussian sources.
We first evaluate the probability P d(x, y) ≤ t x . Note that due to (77), we have that
where ϒ(·, ·) is the cumulative distribution function of a noncentral chi-squared distribution given by
where υ n (x) = 1 2 n/2 (n/2)
is the probability density function of the Chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom. Since given x, P y − x 2 ≤ β 2 is strictly increasing with β 2 , we can define the following inverse function,
We have the following result.
Theorem 9: For any δ, > 0, we have the following upper bound
Proof: We first compute the second term in (65). We have ( y)d(x, y) 
Next we compute the first term. Given x, we have
and thus
Hence
and thus we have (129), as shown at the top of the next page. Then, from (65) we have (130), as shown at the top of the next page. Now we have provided an upper bound of the first term on the RHS of (12). Finally we compute the second term of the RHS of (12),
where the last equation is obtained via integrating in terms of x . Then, from (12), (130) and (131), we obtain (124).
2) Upper Bound for Bounded Codewords: We next consider the case of bounded codewords, i.e., y j ≤ ρ for 1 ≤ j ≤ Q. Assume that the codewords satisfy the following distributioñ
for y ≤ ρ andq( y) = 0 otherwise. We repeat the same analysis procedure of that in Theorem 9 as follows. First, the second terms of the RHS of (12) can be computed the same as (131). Then, we consider the upper bound (65) on the first term of the RHS of (12) . Note that its second term ( y)d(x, y) 
Finally, for the term x∈B n δ p(x) min x 2 n , t x d x, the key point is to evaluate the t x . This is equivalent to evaluating the probability P y − x 2 ≤ t 2 .
for x ≤ t and P 1 = 0 for x > t; -Let r min = x − t , and r max = min{ρ, x + t}.
Then, we have (134), as shown at the top of the next page, where cos θ(r ) =
Proof: If ρ + t ≤ x , then P { y : y − x 2 ≤ t 2 } { y :
Otherwise, we consider the probability of the intersection U = {y : y − x ≤ t} ∩ { y : y ≤ ρ} and follow the computational procedure outlined in Appendix C. If x ≤ t, it contains a ball specified by y ≤ t − x . Note that the probability measure P y ≤ t − x of such a ball is
Then, we consider the radius-r sphere of y which is not entirely contained in U, and integrate according to the radius of y . Via computation, it can be seen that the range of such r is given by r min ≤ r ≤ r max . For a radius-r sphere, r min ≤ r ≤ r max , let θ(r ) be the semi-angle of its cone contained in U, which can be specified by (135). We integrate this cone in the range r min ≤ r ≤ r max , and thus obtain P 2 in (134).
Given , for each x according to Lemma 5 we obtain t x such that P y − x 2 ≤ t 2 = . Note that by symmetry x, we have that t x is only a function of x 2 , denoted as s x 2 . Similarly to (124), we have the following upper bound for the quantization distortion via integrating x 2 from 0 to +∞ as follows,
C. Numerical Results
Consider an i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian source with variance σ 2 = 1.0 per dimension and the quantization rate R = 1/2. The asymptotic lower bound on the quantization distortion is given by D * = 0.5. Fig. 1 plots the lower bound, as well as the upper bounds for bounded and unbounded codewords, for the optimal quantization distortion with the source sequence length 100 ≤ n ≤ 1000.
1) Comparison With Existing Works:
We compare the lower bounds on the quantization distortion with those obtained from [32] . From the results in [32] , the following bound holds for length-n codewords
where r n ( ) is the solution to P(Z < nr 2 n ( )) = 1 − for Z ∼ χ 2 n . Accordingly, we have the following
Then, the distortion from the quantization can be lower bounded as follows,
which is the lower bound on the quantization distortion from the rate-distortion theory. Then, it is concluded that the proposed lower bound on the quantization distortion is tighter than that from (138).
2) Upper and Lower Bounds for Gaussian Sources:
The plotted lower bound is provided by the left-half side of (113). For the upper bound, for each codeword block length and α, we select the tightest one over parameters α and δ. Given each α and δ, the upper bound for unbounded codewords is provided by (124) and the upper bound for bounded codewords is provided by (137). For bounded codewords, we consider the bound y j 2 ≤ αn, for α = 0.20, 0.40, and 0.50. It is seen that the upper and lower bounds decrease for larger α. Moreover, the upper and lower bounds for unbounded codebook (α = +∞) are very close to those for bounded codebook with α = 0.5. This can be intuitively explained as follows. Note that, from the rate-distortion theory, in order to approach the asymptotic lower bound D * = 0.5, the quantization codewords y j should be distributed according to the following distribution
with the following typical set
for a small ζ . For the bounded codebook constraint with y 2 ≤ αn, for α < 0.5 the codebook does not contain the typical set A ζ [c.f. (142)], and thus the quantization distortion is significantly larger than the asymptotic lower bound D * = 0.5. Increasing α will make the codebook region y 2 ≤ αn closer to the typical set, and thus significantly decreases the quantization distortion. For α > 0.5, since y 2 ≤ αn already contains the typical set A ζ , further increasing α will not significantly decrease the quantization distortion.
Furthermore, we compare the quantization distortion from the following Gaussian approximation proposed in [32] , . where we take the term θ( log n n ) = log n 2n . We express the probability as a function of the distortion d, and integrate it with respect to the distortion d as an approximation on the quantization distortion, denoted as "Gaussian Approx." in Fig. 1 . It is seen that the distortion obtained from the Gaussian approximation lies between the proposed upper and lower bounds. We also compare the upper bound proposed in this work with that proposed in [36] , denoted as "Upper Bound [36] ". It is seen that the proposed upper bound is tighter.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained upper and lower bounds for the optimal quantization of i.i.d. sources in the finite-block length regime. The lower bound is shown to be higher than the asymptotical distortion from the rate-distortion theory. The upper bound shows a more tractable form than that directly obtained from the random codebook, and approaches the asymptotical distortion as the block length approaches infinity. We have also applied the upper and lower bounds to Gaussian sources, where the numerical results show reasonable gap between the upper and lower bounds. The future work could be to investigate the relationship between the bounds on the mean quantization distortion and the rate dispersion function [31] .
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 6
Let s x = min{d(x, y b ), t x }. Then, from (63) and Theorem 5 we have thatF
and that the probability
Note that, due to the convexity of the function x in terms of x, we have
We start from the RHS of (64) to prove (73). Note that, for any rate R 0 < R with the optimal reconstruction p.d.f. q 0 (y|x), we have y|x)d(x, y) 
Since for
Using this, we have the following to further bound D n Q based on (147),
Using Holder's inequality, we can further derive the upper bound for any 0 < β < 1, as follows,
Note that since [9] , lim β↑1 log 2 q 0 (y)q 0 (x|y) 1/β dy
we have that there exists a β 0 sufficient close to 1, such that
such that
Finally, sinceD 0 < ∞ [c.f. (72)], we have that
Then, for any ζ > 0, we select a sufficient small , such that D 0 < ζ/2; and given the selected , for sufficient large n have that the first term in (155) is also smaller than ζ /2, and thus (73) holds.
B. Proof of Proposition 4
Note that
Then we need to prove that
Note that, for C j (t) centered at y j with a radius γ (t, y j ), we consider another ball also centered at y j but with another radius √ γ (t, ρ) denoted asĈ j (t). We can prove
whereC j (t) is a ball centered at y for y = ρ with a radius √ γ (t, ρ). The first inequality follows that, fixing the center y j , the volume increases with the radius from γ (t, y j ) to √ γ (t, ρ). The second inequality follows that, fixing the radius, the volume of the intersection V n Ĉ j (t) C 0 (t) ≥ V n C j (t) C 0 (t) since the distance between two balls y j ≤ y . Then, from (156) and (158) we have
(159)
It is well known that, given the volume V n (S), the set S that maximizes P S is the ball centered at the origin. Note that the radius of such ball is given by
and the probability mass is given by the chi-squared cdf ϒ n (r 2 n ). Thus we have
and the probability
Therefore, from (162) and (164), we have that
where r E = min{r n ,r n }.
C. Computational Methods for the Intersection of Two Balls
We introduce a methods for computing the volume and probability measure for the intersection of two balls. More specifically, we consider the following two balls
as well as the Gaussian p.d.f. in (75). For a set S ⊆ R n , let V n (S) be the volume of S, and P(S) be the probability measure of S under the distribution p(x). In the following we present a computational method for the volume and probability of C 1 \C 0 and C 1 ∩ C 0 . The area of a unit sphere in R n , denoted as A n , is given as follows A n = 2π n/2 (n/2) ; (167) and the volume of a unit ball, denoted as V n , is given by V n = A n n = π n/2 (1 + n/2) .
1) Sphere Area of a Cone: Consider the radius-r sphere in R n cut out by a cone with semiangle θ , as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The area of that cone, denoted as n (θ ), is given by n (θ ) = 2π (n−1)/2 ((n − 1)/2) θ 0 (sin φ) n−2 dφ,
where (·) is the gamma function.
2) Volume and Probability of C 1 \C 0 : The volume of C 1 \C 0 can be computed via integrating the intersection of a radius-r sphere with C 1 \ C 0 . Note that the intersection is not empty for r 0 ≤ r ≤ x 1 + r 1 . The semiangle of the cone cut out, denoted as θ(r ), can be specified by triangle with the lengths of three edges, r , x 1 , and r 1 , where θ(r ) is between the two edges of lengths r and x 1 . Thus, we have θ(r ) = cos −1 x 1 2 + r 2 − r 2 1 2 x 1 r ;
and the area of the sphere cut out is given by r n −1 n (θ (r ) ). The volume V n C 1 \C 0 is computed via integrating the area of radius-r sphere with semi-angle θ(r ) in the range r 0 ≤ r ≤ x 1 + r 1 , given by 
3) Volume and Probability of C 1 ∩ C 0 for r 1 ≤ x 1 : For r 1 ≤ x 1 , the center of C 0 is not contained in the interior of C 1 , as shown in Fig. 2 (c) . The volume is computed via integrating the area r n−1 n (θ (r )) over x 1 − r 1 ≤ r ≤ r 0 , where θ(r ) is specified by (170), given by V n C 1 ∩ C 0 = r 0 x 1 −r 1 r n−1 n (θ (r ))dr;
(173) and the probability P C 1 \ C 0 is computed via integrating the sphere area weighted by the probability density, given by
n 2 e − r 2 2σ 2 r n−1 n (θ (r ))dr.
(174) 4) Volume and Probability of C 1 ∩C 0 for r 1 ≥ x 1 : For x 1 ≥ r 1 , C 1 ∩ C 0 contains a ball of radius x 1 − r 1 . The volume of the rest part can be computed via integrating r n−1 n (θ (r )) over r 1 − x 1 ≤ r ≤ r 0 , where θ(r ) is specified by (170). Then, we have
and P C 1 \ C 0 can be computed by the sum probability of the two parts, given by
(176) 
